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In the beginning, the world was just one father, back when the Earth was dark and desolate. As he searched for a flame, he stumbled across the Cosmic Egg, creating life as he made it. Everything was chaotic at first, but slowly, man developed different skills and began to become strong. He now
got the party started, by introducing the 3 age groups: First, second and third. The young ones were the teens, because they were so energetic. They represented the golden age. The second group was the 20 something group, because they were the middle aged group. The old folks, were in the
third group, because they represented the youth at the dark ages.. They got the party started, by introducing the 3 age groups: First, second and third. The young ones were the teens, because they were so energetic. They represented the golden age. The second group was the 20 something
group, because they were the middle aged group. The old folks, were in the third group, because they represented the youth at the dark ages.. The first age group, the teens, were the party hosts. The next age group was the second, middle aged group, who was the party politician. And then,
the third and final age group, was the old folks, who represented the youth at the dark ages. Every group of people got the party started by singing their group’s song. The young folks sang the party song first, then the second group, then the third and final age group. Their song was amazing,
because it was the dance song. It involved everyone in the party. The 1st verse was for the teens, the 2nd verse was for the second group, and the 3rd verse was for the third group. Everyone sang different songs for each age group and the 3rd age group sang the same song as the others. The
1st age group began to dance the first dance. The second group danced the second dance. Then, the third group danced the 3rd dance. Everyone danced the dance choreography that was written by the party organizers. The party really got started. All of a sudden, the 1st age group made a
birthday cake out of bamboo as they sang the 1st verse. The 2nd age group made another birthday cake out of bamboo as they sang the 2nd verse. The 3rd age group made a third birthday cake out of bamboo as they sang the 3rd verse. A lucky person received
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